alexandra y. aikhenvald Thus, Tariana consistently follows the principle of multiple-layered marking of syntactic function, both within a clause, and within a noun phrase. Note that the double marking of syntactic function is distinct from marking the same function twice.
§1.1 of this chapter deals with the nominal and verbal categories, and the structure of nouns and verbs in Tariana. The dependent marking case system in Tariana is considered in §1.2. Syntactic function of one noun phrase marked twice is discussed in §2.1. In §2.2 I look at double marking of syntactic function within a clause. Multiple-layered agreement within a NP is considered in §2.3. Conclusions are given in §3.
1. Grammatical Background
Structure of nouns and verbs in Tariana
Tariana 1 is a polysynthetic language which combines head-marking morphology with elements of dependent marking. The open classes are nouns, verbs and adjectives; the latter share most categories with nouns (see note 7).
Nouns and verbs have partly different and partly similar sets of grammatical categories. Nominal categories include possession, diminutive, augmentative, pejorative, number and tense, while verbal categories cover cross-referencing, valency-changing and tense-aspectevidentiality. Note that nouns have only three values for tense (past, future and Ø-marked present) and one for extralocality ('elsewhere'), while verbs have eleven values of tense-evidentiality (with an obligatory specification of the source of information: whether the event or a state was seen, perceived with means other than seeing, inferred from some non-firsthand evidence, or reported).
